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By John Whittington (UK), 2010 ICF Conference
speaker

hen I first came across constellations, I was re-
sistant, skeptical. My natural British reserve
kicked in. The experience didn’t seem to make

sense on a number of levels. 

Constellations, a facilitated process which creates a kind
of “living map” of relationship systems, rely in their original
workshop format, on the use of “representatives”—people
from amongst the workshop participants who know nothing
of the actual person or concept they are representing.
They stand in relationship to
each other within a defined
space. In a few moments, they
begin to experience precise
feelings and make responses
that belong to the person they
are representing. Forgotten in-
formation, hidden loyalties and
patterns surface that lead to
deep insights for the person
bringing the issue or question. 

The idea of being able to stand
in place of someone you’ll
never meet and experience feel-
ings which are not your own, then discover that
your feelings, behaviors and even words mirror
those of the real person, seemed both unlikely
and, well, just too much for my rational mind. I
left my first workshop experience eight years
ago, not imagining I’d return, let alone train in
the work and facilitate it as a daily part of my
personal and professional coaching. Today, the
principles that underpin the work and the prac-
tices that illuminate issues with such startling clar-
ity form the firm foundations for my work with private
clients, leaders of international businesses and teams
alike. 

“Systemic constellations,” to give them their full name,
were originated by the German philosopher, therapist and
coach Bert Hellinger. Developed in the context of family
systems, practitioners quickly saw their potential in other
human systems including coaching around personal or
work related issues. If you translate the words “systemic
constellation” literally,  you get “a group of objects which
stand together to form a pattern.” This rather dry descrip-
tion doesn’t capture the impact of the dynamic maps cre-
ated by constellations whether in workshop or in

one-to-one coaching settings. The maps—external expres-
sions of internal and often unconscious patterns—reveal
hidden dynamics and resources, working effortlessly
alongside other interventions.

Placing individuals in context of the larger truths of the sys-
tem they occupy, constellations disentangle people from
hidden dynamics and then support them to find a better
place in relationship to the whole. This creates an inner
shift that leads to fresh clarity and enduring resolution.
Constellation workshops, particularly when exploring per-
sonal and family issues, are often profoundly moving be-
cause the dynamics they reveal are universal to the

human experience. 

Over time, I learnt that the con-
stellation workshop experience
transfers with impact into a
coaching relationship and
process in a way that allows for
depth within a practical and so-
lutions-oriented framework. As I
found my stance, developed my
understanding of the underlying
principles and the application of

the processes, I was
able to apply the
work across my
coaching. Impact
and results were
greatly enhanced
as a result. 

I was very surprised
to discover how
easily constellations
translated from

workshop to tabletop.
Using objects (I started with whatever was available—cof-
fee cups, Post-its, etc.) clients are able to create a three
dimensional expression of their issue and then work with
the coach to illuminate and clarify many kinds of chal-
lenges. 

Like others, I now use the approach in a wide range of
contexts. The initial stage of a constellation—mapping
what is—is often useful in coach selection meetings, or
“chemistry checks” where a new perspective on the indi-
viduals’ place in their system opens up something that al-
lows a deeper connection with their developmental issues
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and the coach.

I often find myself using constellations when a client is struggling to find the words
to describe the challenge they face or when an interpersonal or developmental
issue feels stuck or there is difficulty in reaching a goal. If a fresh diagnosis is
called for or there is little energy, missing information or resources, I know I can
trust this methodology to reveal something new. 

This first stage of a constellation—mapping—can be used early on by coaches
while a fuller understanding and practice develops.  The hidden depths emerge as
your own journey with this profound methodology evolves. 

So I hope that you may find yourself in a workshop one day and that your experi-
ence leads you to reflect on the potential benefits to you, your coaching work and
your clients. If you find yourself feeling resistant or skeptical, be careful, you may

be coming back for more!

John Whittington is a Personal Coach who works with some of
the worlds’ most successful individuals on personal and leader-
ship development. The constellations approach and methodol-
ogy is a core part of his work and he shares the principles and
practices in experiential workshops, learning and supervision
circles around the world. His website provides further informa-
tion, links and resources as well as access to his e-book of the
same name: CoachingConstellations.com. 
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http://www.lifecoachmarketingsummit.com/
https://www.cpp.com/en/index.aspx
www.coachingconstellations.com


Using Positive Psychology Tools in Coaching
Note: This presentation will be presented in English
on September 20 and in French on September 27.
Speaker: Véronique Belz, ACC
Program: 7 (September 20) and 5 (September 27) 
Dates: Monday, September 27 (French) and Monday, Sep-
tember 20 (English)
Time: 14:00 (UTC); 10 a.m. (New York); 4 p.m. (Paris); 10
p.m. (Hong Kong)
Duration: 90 minutes
CCEU: 0.50 Core Competency, 1.0 Other Tools & Skills

Discover how positive psychology in
coaching can help individuals and organi-
zations identify their strengths and use
them to increase and guarantee their re-
spective level of wellness. This session
will provide an overview of all of the major
constructs from the field of positive psy-
chology which include finding meaning
and purpose, developing optimism, building positive rela-
tionships, having fun and identifying and utilizing character
strengths. By practicing these principles as coaches we'll
not only be healthier and happier ourselves, but we'll also
have a more successful, thriving practice.

Understanding the ICF Core Competencies: "Powerful
Questioning"
Note: This presentation will be presented in German.
Speaker: Heidi Roethlisberger, MCC
Program: 6
Date: Thursday, September 16
Time: 13:00 (UTC); 9 a.m. (New York); 3 p.m. (Paris); 9
p.m. (Hong Kong)
Duration: 60 minutes
CCEU: 1.0 Core Competency

What is our own attitude as a questioner?
What happens when we ask questions?
Where is the connection between listening
and asking questions? What is a good
question and how do we know that? How
can we stay focused as a coach while ask-
ing questions? How can we train ourselves
to listen to our intuition in this whole process? We will use
this interactive call to explore deeper the sixth core compe-
tency “Powerful Questioning.” Ask yourself those questions
in advance and come prepared and open-minded to share
your knowledge and insights with all of us. 

From Brand to Benchmark to Breakthrough: Seven-
Figure Sales Conversations
Speakers: Kay Cannon, MCC, with Vickie Sullivan
Program: 8
Date: Tuesday, September 28
Time: 16:00 (UTC); 12 p.m. (New York); 6 p.m. (Paris);
Wednesday, September 29: 12 a.m. (Hong Kong)
Duration: 60 minutes
CCEU: 1.0 Business Development

You are not
new to the
coaching game. You know who you are
and what you provide. You get noticed. You
get kudos (and referrals). What’s next?
Making yourself the buyer’s only option in
game-changing projects. This call is for es-
tablished coaches who are tired of talking
to buyers who see many choices in the
marketplace. Fasten your seat belt and
learn the strategic side to high-end sales
conversations. You will learn how to get the
upper hand and get these breakthrough
opportunities. This session will cover: 

• Why being “coach like” can kill seven-figure opportuni-
ties; 
• Who you are really competing against (Hint: it’s not other
coaches.);
• How to become the benchmark in five minutes or less;
and
• How to turn around a buyer who wants someone else. 

The Application of Constellations in Coaching
Speaker: John Whittington
Program: 9
Date: Thursday, September 30
Time: 16:00 (UTC); 12 p.m. (New York); 6 p.m. (Paris); Fri-
day, October 1: 12 a.m. (Hong Kong)
Duration: 60 minutes
CCEU: 0.50 Core Competencies, 0.50 Other Tools & Skills

Constellations liberate clients from their familiar stories,
current perspectives and “stuckness.” This session will be
an interactive exploration of systemic constellations and
their application in coaching. Forming a “taster” prior to
John’s workshop at the ICF Annual Inter-
national Conference in October, it will in-
clude a review of the principles, practices
and benefits that this work facilitates.
Through a mix of moderated interview and
live demonstration of the approach and
methodology, John will bring this innova-
tive way of working to life. We will open for
questions at the end of the session and provide partici-
pants an opportunity to experience a live telephone con-
stellation. See John’s related article on Page 10!
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ICF Virtual Education  
ICF Virtual Education (VE) sessions are free learning
opportunities for ICF members in addition to what local ICF
Chapters offer. Continuing Coaching Education Units
(CCEUs ) are offered for each session. Visit the VE FAQs
page for more information. Telephone bridge lines and
speaker bios can be found on the Event Calendar. 
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View video promo here.

http://www.facebook.com/video/video.php?v=460125124993%20
http://www.coachfederation.org/research-education/event-calendar/
http://www.coachfederation.org/research-education/virtual-education/faqs/
http://www.coachfederation.org/research-education/virtual-education/faqs/

